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The online publication Vulture.com said it best:
Millennials Come Out for Howard Shore’s
Thrilling Lord of the Rings in Concert
And the numbers don’t lie: ticket buyers came from 21 states including California and
there were 11,934 tickets sold, allowing this epic endeavor to finish in the black. What is
significant is that 90% of these attendees were first-timers at Symphony Silicon Valley,
introducing live symphonic music to a new generation.
The media flurry and social media buzz were incredible, from traditional newspaper
coverage, radio interviews, social media hits and online postings.
Beginning with the November feature by then Classical Music writer Richard Scheinin of
the Mercury News, and a Business Wire press release in November, this story had legs.
Traditional media advertising was augmented by online investments, allowing the online
and social media followers to grab on and hang on. The last-minute strategy of contests
and media alerts created the end-run push necessary for a successful campaign.
A full report is attached….
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TRADITIONAL MEDIA
“Watch Lord of the Rings Trilogy with live symphony score in Silicon Valley!”

Stark Insider
http://www.starkinsider.com/2015/01/watch-lord-rings-trilogy-live-symphony-score-silicon-valley.html

“Lord of the (St)rings resonates from The Shire
San Jose Mercury News to the South Bay in a suitably epic performance”

San Jose Mercury News
http://www.mercurynews.com/entertainment/ci_27891655/lord-st-rings-resonates-from-shire-south-bay

“‘Lord of the Rings’ symphony extravaganza makes thunderous debut”

San Jose Mercury News
http://www.mercurynews.com/entertainment/ci_27935287/lord-rings-symphony-extravaganza-makesthunderous-debut

“One Performance To Rule Them All”

OZY Magazine
http://www.ozy.com/performance/ozy-video-one-performance-to-rule-them-all/41348

SOCIAL MEDIA

MARCH
• Facebook: Out of all of the social media platforms Facebook generated the
most buzz due to our many boosted posts, and because this platform has the
largest following (3.2k fans have “liked” SSV’s Facebook page). During the
month of March, SSV’s Facebook page received 100k+ impressions. There were
a total of 14 posts during March; these were posted to Facebook during the best
time of day and day of the week in order to achieve maximum engagement and
exposure.
o We ran the 1st Facebook contest in early March; the question was posted:
“How many rings were given to the dwarves?” There were 350 entries, and
this boosted post garnered 12,772 impressions. There was much excitement
about the contest and event, and a lot of people tagged their friends in this
post in order to let them know about the contest and the show.
• We ran the 2nd Facebook contest at the end of March; this contest asked fans to
show us their collections, costumes and fandom. Thus, fans posted pictures of
LOTR memorabilia, tattoos, LOTR themed cakes, and costumes. After receiving
dozens of entries, we narrowed it down to the top 6 entries, and then asked
everyone to vote on the winner. This resulted in finalists promoting the event to
all of their Facebook friends asking their friends to vote for them. There were 45
contest entries, and this contest had a total of 18.1k impressions.
• Twitter: Total number of Tweets: 17; total tweet impressions: 21,600; 29 new
followers.
• Google+: We created a Google+ account, and posted content to this account
several times a week. This content was the same, or very similar to what we
were posted to Facebook. Total number of views for March: 8,100.
• Instagram: We created an Instagram account, and posted the best images to
this page several times a week. Lots of LOTR fans followed us, and there were
those that participated in our trivia contest via Instagram.

Top Facebook posts:
Trivia Contest #1
Impressions: 12,772
Likes: 201
Shares: 19
Entries: 350

Trivia Contest #2
Impressions: 21,980
Likes: 245
Shares: 41
Comments: 242
Entries: 40

Top Tweets
Earned: 7,319 impressions

@MiddleEarthNews, 60.3k Followers

Earned: 7,117 impressions

APRIL
• Facebook: From April 1-19, SSV’s Facebook page received a total of 65k
impressions.
o We had one final Facebook trivia contest in April. The question: “Who was
the grandfather of Gimli?” This contest had 300 entries (some entries were
submitted via Instagram, and Google+). This contest garnered 12k
impressions, 250 likes and 11 shares. Many people tagged their friends in this
post, which was a great way for fans to let other friends know of the show.
• Twitter: Total number of Tweets: 15; total tweet impressions: 9,724; 30 new
followers.
• Google+: We created a Google+ account, and posted content to this account
several times a week. This content was the same, or very similar to what we
were posting on Facebook. Total number of views for March and April: 15,766.
• Instagram: Continued to post out best images to Instagram several times a
week.

Top Facebook Posts
Impressions: 9,460
Likes: 237
Shares: 11
Comments: 270
Entries: close to 300

Top Tweets
Earned 1,000 impressions

@MiddleEarthNews, 60.3 Followers

ONLINE ADVERTISING
PANDORA
• From March 16 to April 10, SSV’s Pandora ad received a total of 722, 028
impressions.

Placem ent
Audio Everywhere - Audio
Audio Everywhere - Added Value Display
Mobile Display - Banner

Flight Start Date
3/16/15
3/16/15
3/16/15

Flight End Date
4/10/15
4/10/15
4/10/15
Total

Impressions
328,157
328,157
65,714
722,028

BOLD ITALIC
• Story ran on February 25 and received 5,994 pageviews
• On Bold Italic’s Facebook page, the story had 40, 832 impressions and 850 Likes
• On Bold Italic’s Twitter handle, the post received 57.8K Impressions and 10
interactions

THE METRO (SanJose.com to augment traditional print advertising)
• Received 190,753 total impressions and 474 direct inquiries.
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